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the irritation is intense, as I had reason to know when I
walked barefoot upon the sands.
Little piles of camel droppings, judged to be a month old
or so and half-buried in the sand, which had entirely obliter-
ated the tracks of the animals responsible for them, started
my companions on a- lively argument as to their significance.
At intervals they continued until we came to the spot where
the party had evidently camped on its way and we could
form a rough estimate' of its numbers—some eight or nine
animals perhaps. Doubtless a raiding party, and perhaps
the one whose camp-fire smoke we had smelt at Maqainama,,
though at the time we could not tell whether we were on their
outward or homeward route. Or perhaps the party which
had lost the camel and calf whose tracks we had crossed in
the very heart of the desert. On one point, however, all were
agreed. The dung was even as the dung of our animals,
camels of the desert marching through poor pastures. None
but raiders would march thus.
Our westerly course carried us diagonally across the
valleys and waves of Rumaila until at noon we halted again
on its western fringe to collect fuel from the dead bushes
along the base of its fifth and last range of dunes. Beyond
lay the bare, low, undulating tract of Qaunis, where no
bushes were likely to be encountered, while we had at least
learned from Abu Bahr the folly of entering upon such
an area without some provision against adversity. We had
no desire for a long march this day, after the exertions of the
previous one, and we contemplated no more than an attempt
to clear the sands of Qaunis and a reasonably early halt in
the steppe of Al Jidda beyond for a good night's rest.
Our water-supply was now found to be sufficient to justify
farther relief for the camels, which were duly subjected to the
indignity of ' snuffing/ One of them was declared to be
suffering from the ' evil eye/ * and the * snuffing ' was pre-
ceded by an exhibition of wizardry, doubtless a survival from
some ancient animistic rite of the early paganism of Arabia.
Each one of us was required to spit into the bowl of water
intended for the sufferer, and the strange medicine was
1 Mandhula (? Mandhura)—Le., looked upon by an (evil) eye.

